Since their debut nearly ten years ago, Rockstar drums have continued to evolve with significant advances in design and features. 1997 is no exception. Newly designed lugs, tom brackets and spur brackets were created for the 1997 line, and Accutune bass drum hoops, upgraded heads and the MTH900M tom holder have been added to the already impressive list of Rockstar features. All of these improvements have resulted in a drum line with a sound and quality indistinguishable from those costing much more.

**NEW**
**LUGS**
Rockstar’s one piece, die-cast, high-tension lugs have been improved for greater strength and more consistent tuning.

**NEW**
**TOM BRACKETS MB25**
Newly designed tom brackets are stronger and more durable. Their compact size gives them a sleek, modern look.

**NEW**
**ACCU-TUNE HOOP**
**MA120-8 (20", 8 holes) MA122-8 (22", 8 holes)**
Accu-tune hoops are made of Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastic (GFRP). These hoops are more rigid, yet 20% lighter than traditional bass drum hoops. Their superior strength ensures that pressure is evenly exerted across the entire head, and their molded shape eliminates the need for claw hooks. An angled groove at the bottom of the hoop provides a strong, secure pedal connection.

**NEW**
**BASS DRUM SPUR BRACKETS MB25**
New bass drum spur brackets are simple but strong. In addition, spurs (MBSP-RT1) can be pulled out and inserted in the side for storage and transport.

**NEW**
**DRUM HEADS**
Thicker heads of Dupont Mylar (a material used by head manufacturers the world over) have been added to batter side heads to combine high durability with a rich tone. Ring mufflers on the bass drum heads provide a great sound with no internal muffling.

**NEW**
**SHIELDS**
Philippine mahogany shells with a basswood insert ply provide a light, focused sound. The precision cut bearing edges ensure great tone with less head wear.

**NEW**
**ROCKSTAR SNARE DRUMS**
**RS165 / RS155**
The steel shell Rockstar snare drums have a cutting, full-bodied sound and are available in two sizes, 6-1/2" x 14" and 5-1/2" x 14".

**NEW**
**HI-HAT STAND HI45R**
Simple and lightweight, the HI45R has a one touch, 5-way, spring tension adjustment and a swiveling tripod base for more set-up possibilities.

**NEW**
**SECURITY CLUTCH CLOB**
Tama’s new security hi-hat clutch has reduced the possibility of the clutch coming loose. When the T-bolt is tightened, the bottom nut presses on the rod’s surface for an incredibly strong hold.

**NEW**
**CYMBAL STANDS**
**HC62R / HC63BR**
Tama’s original L-Rod® Omni-ball system allows total drum positioning flexibility and rock solid stability.

**NEW**
**SWIVEL FOOT**
The footboard can be rotated around the tripod base to maximize space and provide set-up flexibility. This is a must for multiple pedal configurations.

**NEW**
**BOOM STRAIGHT CONVERTIBLE TILTER**
Convertible tilter allows the boom to be stored in the upper tube when the stand is changed from boom to straight.
TAMA Drums are sold and serviced by